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Statements in this presentation that are not historical facts are hereby identified as “forward-looking statements,” including any statements about our expectations, beliefs, plans, predictions, forecasts, objectives, assumptions or
future events or performance. These statements are often, but not always, made through the use of words or phrases such as “anticipate,” “believes,” “can,” “could,” “may,” “predicts,” “potential,” “should,” “will,” “estimate,” “plans,”
“projects,” “continuing,” “ongoing,” “expects,” “intends” and similar words or phrases. Accordingly, these statements are only predictions and involve estimates, known and unknown risks, assumptions and uncertainties that could cause
actual results to differ materially from those expressed in them. We wish to caution you that our actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking statements as a result of several factors, including, but not
limited to, the following:
• the extent to which the COVID-19 pandemic and measures taken to contain its spread ultimately impact our business, results of operation and financial condition;
• our inability to obtain additional capital on favorable terms, or at all, to acquire aircraft, service our debt obligations and refinance maturing debt obligations;
• increases in our cost of borrowing or changes in interest rates;
• our inability to generate sufficient returns on our aircraft investments through strategic acquisition and profitable leasing;
• the failure of an aircraft or engine manufacturers to meet its delivery obligations to us, including or as a result of technical or other difficulties with aircraft before or after delivery;
• obsolescence of, or changes in overall demand for, our aircraft;
• changes in the value of, and lease rates for, our aircraft, including as a result of aircraft oversupply, manufacturer production levels, our lessees’ failure to maintain our aircraft, and other factors outside of our control;
• impaired financial condition and liquidity of our lessees, including due to lessee defaults and reorganizations, bankruptcies or similar proceedings;
• increased competition from other aircraft lessors;
• the failure by our lessees to adequately insure our aircraft or fulfill their contractual indemnity obligations to us;
• increased tariffs and other restrictions on trade;
• changes in the regulatory environment, including changes in tax laws and environmental regulations;
• other events affecting our business or the business of our lessees and aircraft manufacturers or their suppliers that are beyond our or their control, such as the threat or realization of epidemic diseases in addition to COVID-19,

natural disasters, terrorist attacks, war or armed hostilities between countries or non-state actors; and
• the factors discussed under “Part I—Item 1A. Risk Factors,” in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020, and other SEC filings, including future SEC filings.
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Forward Looking Statements & Non-GAAP 
Measures

We also refer you to the documents the Company files from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), specifically the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020 and
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the quarters ended March 31, 2021, June 30, 2021, and September 30, 2021 which contain and identify important factors that could cause the actual results for the Company on a consolidated basis to
differ materially from expectations and any subsequent documents the Company files with the SEC. The factors noted above and the risks included in our other SEC filings may be increased or intensified as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, as a result of ongoing resurgences of the COVID-19 virus and its variants. The extent to which the COVID-19 pandemic ultimately impacts our business, results of operations and financial condition will depend on future
developments, which are highly uncertain and cannot be predicted. All forward-looking statements are necessarily only estimates of future results, and there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially from
expectations, and, therefore, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such statements. Further, any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made, and we undertake no obligation to update any
forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which the statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. If any such risks or uncertainties develop, our business, results of operation
and financial condition could be adversely affected.

The Company has an effective registration statement (including a prospectus) with the SEC. Before you invest in any offering of the Company’s securities, you should read the prospectus in that registration statement and other
documents the Company has filed with the SEC for more complete information about the Company and any such offering. You may obtain copies of the Company’s most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and the other documents it files
with the SEC for free by visiting EDGAR on the SEC website at www.sec.gov. Alternatively, the Company will arrange to send such information if you request it by contacting Air Lease Corporation, General Counsel and Secretary, 2000
Avenue of the Stars, Suite 1000N, Los Angeles, California 90067, (310) 553-0555.

The Company routinely posts information that may be important to investors in the “Investors” section of the Company’s website at www.airleasecorp.com. Investors and potential investors are encouraged to consult the
Company’s website regularly for important information about the Company. The information contained on, or that may be accessed through, the Company’s website is not incorporated by reference into, and is not a part of, this
presentation.

In addition to financial results prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP, this presentation contains certain non-GAAP financial measures. Management believes that in addition to using
GAAP results in evaluating our business, it can also be useful to measure results using certain non-GAAP financial measures. Investors and potential investors are encouraged to review the reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures
with their most direct comparable GAAP financial results set forth in the Appendix section.
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A leader in aircraft leasing
Air Lease is a $50 billion+ aircraft leasing platform 

$27.0 Billion

Total  
Assets

320 Aircraft

On order

$29.1 Billion

Committed 
Rentals1

$8.4 Billion

Liquidity2

9.1%

Adjusted  
Pre-tax ROE3

~74% 
fleet NBV to flag 

carriers or airlines w/ 
gov’t ownership4

>95%
YTD revenues from 
rentals associated 

with long-term lease 
agreements

89%
order book positions 
on long-term leases 

through 2021

99%  
Unsecured debt

95%
Fixed rate debt

All information per ALC public filings as of September 30, 2021. Note: $50 billion leasing platform consists of $27.0 billion in assets, $21.2 billion in commitments to acquire aircraft and over $2 billion in
managed aircraft. 1Includes $14.6 billion in contracted minimum rental payments on the aircraft in our existing fleet and $14.5 billion in minimum future rental payments related to aircraft which will be
delivered during the remainder of 2021 through 2025. 2Available liquidity of $8.4 billion is comprised of unrestricted cash of $1.9 billion and an available borrowing capacity under our committed unsecured
revolving credit facility of $6.5 billion 3Adjusted Pre-Tax Return on Common Equity is calculated as the trailing twelve month Adjusted Net Income Before Income Taxes divided by average common
shareholders’ equity. Adjusted Pre-Tax Return on Common Equity and Adjusted Net Income Before Income Taxes are non-GAAP financial measures. See appendix for a reconciliation to its most directly
comparable GAAP measure. 4Includes any form of government ownership; however, this does not guarantee our ability to collect contractual rent payments.

96%
order book positions 
through 2023 on long-

term leases

459 Aircraft

Owned & 
Managed

Stable Stable Negative



Revenues $524.5 million

Earnings $0.87 diluted EPS 

Profitability 25.7% pre-tax profit margin 

Operating Cash Flow Up 30% yr/yr in 3Q21

Collection Rate1 94%

Lease Utilization Rate2 99.7%

4
All information as of September 30, 2021 unless noted otherwise. (1) Collection rate is defined as the sum of cash collected from lease rentals and maintenance reserves, and includes cash recovered from 
outstanding receivables from previous periods, as a percentage of the total contracted receivables due for the period. The collection rate is calculated after giving effect to lease deferral arrangements made 
as of September 30, 2021. We define liquidity as unrestricted cash plus the available borrowing capacity under our Revolving Credit Facility. (2) The Lease Utilization Rate is calculated based on the number 
of days each aircraft was subject to a lease or letter of intent during the period, weighted by the net book value of the aircraft.

ALC 3Q21 performance

Performance for three months ended 9/30/21
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Over time, our business has benefited from three 
key tailwinds 

Passenger 
traffic has 
historically  

grown over time

Airlines need to 
replace aging 

aircraft
Role of lessors 
has increased 

Shift to travel by air

Emerging middle class

Spending on experiences (vs. goods)

Ease & affordability of air travel

Aircraft reaching 25 year useful life Less cash/financing required

Key delivery positions

Fleet flexibility

Elimination of residual value risk for 
lessees

Why? Why? Why?

Airline preference to operate young fleet  
fuel efficiency, operational reliability, 
maintenance costs, environmental 

concerns 
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Broader recovery of passenger traffic reliant on 
key initiatives worldwide

Implementation 
& 

understanding 
of safety 

measures

Wearing masks, 
maintaining distance, 
washing hands
Disinfecting airplanes 
Education on cabin air 
filtration (HEPA filters, 
etc.) 

Distribution 
of vaccines & 

treatment

Day-of-travel 
rapid testing 

Removal of 
travel 

restrictions

Day-of-travel rapid 
testing so that 
passenger screening 
can be done prior to 
departure (independent 
testing can also be 
utilized)

Re-opening of borders 
is continuing slowly, 
enabling international 
travel to recommence 
(international traffic in 
normal times accounts 
for close to two-thirds of 
global air travel1)

Distribution of COVID-
19 vaccines is 
continuing in developed 
markets, and expanding 
globally.  Recently 
developed antiviral 
medications show 
promise for treatment.

In process In process Pending/In 
Process In process

Key initiatives that will enable further passenger traffic recovery

1IATA
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Reasons Why International Travel is Set for a 
Potential Rebound in 2022

COVID Vaccinations on the Rise Mortalities Declin Therapeutics Forthcoming

Vaccinations have been 
shown to be as much as 
95% effective in preventing 
serious COVID-19 cases

Pfizer’s new anti-viral 
treatment reduces the risk 
of hospitalization and death 
by 89%

Monoclonal antibody drugs 
shown to reduce 
hospitalizations and deaths 
by over 80%

Global population rapidly 
gaining vaccine 

coverage…

Medical breakthroughs and widespread vaccine availability will be a tailwind for reopening of 
international travel routes into 2022

…new drug treatments will 
further diminish COVID’s 

severity 

…resulting in significant 
decline in COVID-19 

fatality rates…
Case Fatality RateCumulative Vaccinations (world)

Source: Our World in Data, US FDA, Yale Medicine, Pfizer

Country Apr ‘20 Nov ‘21

World 7.34% 2.00%

US 6.12% 1.62%

EU 10.56% 1.95%

China 5.59% 4.71%

Brazil 6.89% 2.78%

India 3.31% 1.35%

53% of the global 
population has 

received at least one 
dose of vaccination
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Airlines are favoring younger aircraft to provide 
capacity post COVID-19

% Fleet In-Service by Age

Aircraft age in years.  Source: Cirium as of September 30, 2021. Data includes all western built commercial aircraft.

Younger aircraft are coming back into service more quickly than older aircraft, with over 

90% of aircraft below the age of five years old in-service as of September 30, 2021

90.4%

81.0%

66.5%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Below 5 Between 5 - 15 Greater Than 15



Historical strength of passenger traffic resulted in 
airlines keeping aging aircraft longer
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Aircraft over the age of 15 remaining in-service longer to meet historical record passenger demand

Number of Commercial Aircraft In-Service & Storage Over 15 Years Old1

9/11 & Dot-Com Bubble Global Financial Crisis

2 Years of Net 
Retirements

5 Years of Net 
Retirements

COVID-19

(1) Per Cirium as of November 4, 2021. Includes all Boeing and Airbus manufactured commercial aircraft.

3,298 3,376 3,245
3,409

3,666
4,013

4,424

4,813 4,721 4,659 4,571 4,528 4,475 4,606
4,883

5,084
5,404

5,576 5,653 5,738 5,720
6,008

4,206

1,802

0

1000

2000

3000

4000
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7000
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Total In Service / In Storage Total In Service Total In Storage



Airlines responding to decreased demand by 
announcing retirements of older aircraft…

Aircraft type2

(6) A380, (5) 747-400, (7) A340-600, 
(3) A340-300

(34) Boeing 757, (17) Boeing 767, 
(76) Boeing 737, (9) A330-300, (20) 

Embraer E190

(3) A340-600

(8) 747-400

(47) MD-88, (29) MD-90, (18) 777, 
(91) 717-200, (49) 767-300ER 

(31) 747-400

(14) A340-600

(1) Annual seat capacity calculated as number of seats for each aircraft type multiplied by an assumed 1.5 flights per day and an assumed 300 days per year. (2) Announced 
retirements based on company filings or public announcements/reporting. 
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Aircraft type2

(4) A340-300, (9) A380

(7) A380, (2) A319, (8) 777, (9) 
A320

(2) A319, (30) 767, (14) E190

(1) A380, (22) 777

(6) A380

(14) 737, (14) E190

(1) A380

The below select retirements alone represent over 600 aircraft and 72 million annual 
seat capacity removed from market1



…with the potential of accelerating an expected 
replacement cycle

Aircraft Type Number of Aircraft1 Number of Seats1

B737 Family 1,049 140,810

A320 Family 748 117,372

B777 Family 235 72,261

B757 Family 218 37,634

A380 194 96,005

B767 Family 164 35,748

A330/A340 Family 116 30,771

B747 Family 82 22,466

B717 Family 81 9,836

A300/A310 Family 48 9,849

Totals 2,935 572,752

Global Fleet % 11.7% 12.9% 

Regional Seat Capacity Removed1

North America
avg age: 13.2 

Middle East & Africa
avg age: 12.3

Asia & Pacific (ex. China)
avg age: 9.2

Europe
avg age: 11.1 

Latin America
avg age: 10.6

China
avg age: 7.2 

14%23%

7%8%

5% 1%

~2,900 aircraft were immediately eligible for retirement based on age, potentially taking significant capacity out of 
regions including North America, the Middle East/Africa & Europe  

Aircraft over 20 years old eligible for retirement1

12(1) Data from Cirium as of May 2021.



3.7%

1.6%

4.7%

6.3%

Fundamental secular tailwinds have historically 
been supportive of air travel

Emerging Middle Class Experiences v Goods Affordable Fares

Powerful Middle 
Class Growth Trends

1995e** 2005 2015 2025 2035

Mature Countries
Developing Countries
Emerging Countries

1,297
1,867

2,792

3,776

4,830ForecastHistory

5.7 6.5 7.2 8.1 8.8

23% 29% 38% 46% 55%

% of world population

World Population (Bn)

218

263

192

127

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

1990 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010 2014 2018

Air travel is a bargain 
compared to other 

expenditures

Airfare Avg Home PricesUS CPI Movie Ticket

Price Index: 1990 = 100

Affordable Fares3Middle Class* (millions of people)1

Prioritization of 
experiences > goods

Spending Habits Shifting2

Total personal-
consumption 
expenditure

Total
goods

Total
services

Experience-
related

services

Average annual personal-consumption-expenditure growth2

1. Airbus Global Market Forecast, Mapping Demand 2016-2035. *Households with yearly income between $20,000 and $150,000 at PPP in constant 2015 prices. **Estimate for 1995 split by region
2. Per McKinsey & Company, Cashing in on the US experience economy as of December 2017. Represents Average annual personal-consumption-expenditure growth, 2014-2016%.
3. Annual Average U.S. ticket Price per National Association of Theatre Owners. U.S. National Home Price Index and Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers per Federal Reserve of St. Louis. Airfare 

per Airlines for America and represents Average Domestic Round-Trip Airfare: Nominal and Real ($2019).
13
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Industry headwinds from COVID-19 impacts may 
present opportunities for ALC

Accelerating 
Environmental 

Initiatives

Gravitation 
Towards 
Leasing

Limited financing options for 
global airlines may result in a 

higher reliance on leasing 
product

Retirement of older, less fuel-
efficient aircraft accelerates ESG 

trends; ALC’s new generation 
orderbook to benefit



The role of leasing has increased over the years

Source: Cirium Fleets Analyzer. *2021 number as of November 4, 2021.

17.2% 27.2% 50.4%3.6%2.2%

Less cash & financing 
required

Fleet flexibility

Key delivery positions

Eliminate residual value risk 
for lessees

Benefits 
of 

Leasing

More and more of the world fleet is leased…

15

In good times, airlines need lessors for additional capacity and, in bad times, 
airlines need lessor balance sheets 

1970 1980 1990 2000 2021*
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 3Q21

$14.0 
$15.6 

$18.5 

$21.7 
$25.2 

$27.0 
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Consistent asset growth ($ in billions)

Solid Balance Sheet growth has 
supported historical revenue expansion1

Owned Fleet Count: 240 237 244

Period end figures. 1 See slide 19 for historical revenue growth

275 332 370



Consistent unencumbered asset growth ($ in billions)

181Comprised of unrestricted cash plus unencumbered flight equipment (calculated as flight equipment subject to operating leases net of accumulated depreciation, less net book value of aircraft pledged as
collateral) plus deposits on flight equipment purchases plus certain other assets.

Focus is on financing the business on an 
unsecured basis

Unencumbered assets1 have grown to 
approximately $26 billion, which we believe 
provides a solid foundation for our investment 
grade credit ratings

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 3Q21

$12.3
$14.1

$16.9

$20.0

$23.6
$25.6



$1.4
$1.5

$1.7

$2.0 $2.0

$1.5 $1.5

Twelve months ended December 31 
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Revenues ($ in billions)

The expansion of our fleet has 
driven historical revenue growth 
and cash generation
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Adjusted net income before income taxes1

($ in millions)

Reinvesting our earnings has 
built shareholders’ equity and 
strengthened our high-quality 
balance sheet

1Adjusted Net Income Before Income Taxes is a non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for reconciliations to its most directly comparable GAAP measure.

Twelve months ended December 31 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 3Q20
YTD

3Q21
YTD

$623 $658 $690
$781

$692

$544

$390
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Managing our assets 
Focus on young aircraft, holding an owned aircraft for the first 1/3 of its useful life

Balanced asset mix
• Airframe manufacturers including Airbus and Boeing
• Engine manufacturers including General Electric, CFM, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls 

Royce, and International Aero Engines
• Twin-aisle and single-aisle aircraft

Flexibility in purchase agreements with the aforementioned airframe manufacturers

Close monitoring of customer receivables to assure problems are proactively addressed

Proactive placement of aircraft 18-36 months in advance of delivery

Staggered and balanced lease maturities by year

22



Strength in manufacturer relationships

ALC’s management team has helped launch a number of aircraft types and associated engine 

designs

ALC is able to drive cost advantages by negotiating with manufacturers for high quality products and 

competitive pricing

23



Boeing, 48%Airbus, 51%

Embraer
<1%

Single 
Aisle, 73%

Twin Aisle, 
27%

Fleet overview
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370 owned aircraft and 89 managed aircraft

$22.1 billion aggregate fleet net book value

4.4 years weighted average fleet age2

7.0 years weighted average remaining lease term2

$29.1 billion in committed minimum future rentals3

Diversified customer base with 115 airlines in 59 
countries

1 As of September 30, 2021
2 Weighted average based on net book value of ALC’s owned fleet
3 Includes $14.6 billion in contracted minimum rental payments on the aircraft in our existing fleet and $14.5 billion in minimum future rental payments related to aircraft which will be delivered during the remainder 
of 2021 through 2025. 
4 Shown by net book value of ALC’s owned fleet as of September 30, 2021
5 Shown by number of owned aircraft as of September 30, 2021

Region4

Manufacturers5 Aircraft Size5

Fleet Metrics1

Europe, 32%

Asia (ex. 
China), 26%

China, 14%

Middle East and 
Africa, 11%

Central America, South 
America & Mexico, 6%

U.S. and Canada, 7%

Pacific, 
Australia, New 
Zealand, 4%



Geographic diversity of our customers
ALC executive management maintains long standing relationships with over 200 airlines worldwide

Relationships span 70 countries with limited exposure to any one airline

Globally diverse placements mitigate financial and concentration risk

25



2

Significant portion of ALC customers are flag carriers or 
have some form of government ownership

~74%
Flag carriers 

or government 
ownership

Approx. 74% of Air Lease’s fleet by 
NBV is on lease to flag carriers or 
airlines with existing government 

ownership

57%

71%

98%99%

75%

Europe
32% of total NBV

Asia Pacific (ex. China)
26% of total NBV

China
14% of total NBV

Middle East & Africa
11% of total NBV

Latin America
6% of total NBV

North America
7% of total NBV

26

% of ALC’s regional NBV representing flag carrier airlines         
or airlines with government ownership

Per Air Lease Corporation as of September 30, 2021. Ownership or flag 
carrier status from sources including airline statements, capital IQ, CAPA, 
Bloomberg and Cirium. 



ALC builds additional safeguards into our leases to 
manage customer risk

27

Components of typical ALC security packages

Cash Security Deposits
rent paid in advance

Cash Maintenance Reserves
generally collected monthly based on reports of usage by the lessee or 

collected as fixed monthly rates

Triple Net Leases
lessee is responsible for all operating costs including taxes, insurance, and aircraft 

maintenance

Security packages are a supplement to asset mobility and, in the event of an 
airline bankruptcy or aircraft repossession, these deposits/reserves may be 

recognized into income to offset any arrears



464 470 411
297

ALC invests in the most liquid aircraft types
ALC’s aircraft assets have a broad installed operator base which is the basis of our asset liquidity
Our order book of modern, fuel-efficient aircraft serves us well with our global airline customer base
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1,341

Source: 1According to Cirium Fleets Analyzer as of November 2021. Operators and Total # in service for A320 Family and 737 Family includes in service aircraft plus aircraft below the age of 20 currently in storage.
A220 Total # in service includes aircraft in service, on order and in storage. Operators include only announced customers. A350 Operators and Total # in service includes in service aircraft plus aircraft on order and
in storage. 787 Operators and Total # in service includes in service aircraft plus aircraft in storage. A330 Operators and Total # in service includes in service aircraft and aircraft below the age of 20 currently in
storage. 2Airbus data on aircraft on order according to Airbus as of October 31, 2021. Boeing data on aircraft on order according to Boeing as of October 31, 2021. Please note that Air Lease owns specific variants
within each aircraft family.
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A220 Family

661



2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Thereafter
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Boeing 787-9/10

Boeing 737 Family

Airbus A350-900/1000

Airbus A330 Family

Airbus A320 Family

Airbus A220-300

Order book provides flexible growth and a strategic 
advantage

29

We believe our order book is a source of value and provides visibility into the future 

We believe our coveted delivery positions give us a competitive advantage with current and potential 
customers

We can exercise flexibility with delivery position commitments and timing

We typically place aircraft 18-36 months prior to delivery and currently are 96% placed through 2023

Scheduled Aircraft Deliveries1

28

Total 
Commitments1

88

16

13

124

1 As of September 30, 2021. Pursuant to our purchase agreements with Boeing and Airbus for new aircraft, we and each manufacturer agree to contractual delivery dates for each aircraft ordered. These dates can
change for a variety of reasons, and in the last several years manufacturing delays have significantly impacted our actual delivery dates. Given the dynamic nature of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are in
ongoing discussions with Boeing and Airbus to determine the impact and duration of delivery delays. However, we are not yet able to determine the impact of the delivery delays, and as such, expected delivery
dates could materially change. In addition to the Company’s commitments, as of September 30, 2021, the Company had options to acquire up to 24 Airbus A220 aircraft. If exercised, deliveries of these aircraft are
scheduled to commence in 2026 and continue through 2028.
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Orderbook placement is key to consistency

30

Placement % by Year for 2021-2024 Delivery Years

100.0% 100.0% 89.8% 55.3%

We continue to experience demand for our orderbook, resulting in 96% of aircraft delivering through 
2023 placed on long-term leases

Per ALC 10-Q for September 30, 2021.

2021 2022 2023 2024
Placed Aircraft Unplaced Deliveries
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Aviation and environmental sustainability

CO2 emissions from all transport1Global human-induced CO2 emissions1

While continued progress is needed, the aviation industry has not appropriately 
underscored the advancements made over the last few decades: 
• Today’s aircraft are over 80% more fuel efficient per seat km vs. those from the 

1960s1

• Air transport has seen 2.2% improvement on average in fuel efficiency each year 
since 1990 (3x that of cars and 9x that of heavy-duty trucks)2

~80% of aviation CO2 emissions are from flights >1,500km for which there 
is no practical alternative mode of transport1

Aviation 2%

Other CO2 
Producers 

98%

Aviation 12%

Other 14%
Road Transport 

74%

Source: (1) Air Transport Group Facts and Figures as of November 24, 2020. (2) IATA based on IATA Economics table of the Week published November 16, 2018. 
32
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Aviation industry will need to mitigate CO2 
emissions

Source: IATA website as of April 2020.

Development 
of New, More 

Efficient 
Aircraft

Operational 
Measures     

(lighter seats, new 
materials)

Better 
Infrastructure 
(air traffic control and 

airports)

Market-Based 
Measure 

(measure/tracking of 
emissions)

Four Pillars to Address Climate Change

Multi-faceted approach to mitigating and reducing CO2 emissions
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Environmental sustainability is becoming a main 
focus of airlines worldwide

Source: jetBlue press as of January 6, 2020, easyJet press as of November 19, 2019 and International Airlines Group press as of October 10, 2019



ALC’s orderbook contains modern, environmentally 
friendly aircraft

35

20% 20%
25% 25% 25%

30%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

A320neo/
A321neo 

737 MAX A330-900neo 787A350

Approximate improvement in fuel burn vs. previous generation aircraft

Source: Boeing & Airbus 2020. 1Aircraft comparisons: A220-300 compared to A319ceo. A320neo compared to A320ceo. A321neo compared to A321ceo. A330-900neo compared to B767-300ER. A350-900 compared to B777-200ER. A350-1000 compared 
to B777-300ER. 737MAX compared to 737NG (no winglet). 787 compared to 767-300ER. 737 MAX 8 is 20% lower and 737 Max 9 is 21% lower. 787-9 is 31% lower and 787-10 is 35% lower. A320neo is 20% lower, A321neo is 22% lower. A350-900 and 
A350-1000 both 25% lower.
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99%
unsecured

debt
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Focus on an investment grade capital structure 
since inception

2010

Post IPO, ALC raised more than $3.5 billion of unsecured debt as a non-rated 
borrower, before receiving its first IG rating in March 2013, only three years after 
inception

ALC views its IG ratings and unsecured capital structure as important for ensuring 
maximum flexibility with aircraft as well as accessing low-cost and efficient funding

15% 
unsecured

debt

74% 
unsecured

debt

September 20212013

Unrated
A-

BBB-

A-
BBB
BBB



Capital structure & financing strategy
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Capitalization – September 30, 2021

Debt to 
Equity 
ratio of 
2.5:1

80/20 Fixed 
to Floating 
debt ratio

90/10 
Unsecured 
to Secured 
debt ratio

Balanced 
debt 

maturity 
profile

Key Debt Portfolio Targets

($mm) % of capitalization
Unrestricted cash $1,874 8%
Total assets 27,015 112%

Unsecured debt
Senior notes 17,491 72%
Term financings 171 1%
Revolving credit facility 0 0.0%

Total unsecured debt 17,662 73%
Secured debt

Term financings 130 1%
Export credit financing 20 0.1%

Total secured debt 150 1%( )
Less: debt discount and issuance costs (194)

Total debt 17,618 73%
   Preferred Stock 550 2%
   Common Stock 6,034 25%
Shareholders' equity 6,584 27%
Total capitalization $24,202 100%
Selected credit metrics
Debt/Equity 2.68x
Secured Debt/Total Assets 0.6%
Fixed Rate Debt/Debt 95.0%


Sheet1

				Capitalization - as of 6/30/19

								($mm)		% of capitalization

				Unrestricted cash				$1,874		8%

				Total assets				27,015		112%



				Unsecured debt

				Senior notes				17,491		72%

				Term financings				171		1%

				Revolving credit facility				0		0.0%

				Total unsecured debt				17,662		73%



				Secured debt

				Term financings				130		1%

				Warehouse facility				0		0%

				Export credit financing				20		0.1%

				Total secured debt				150		1%

								(172)

				Less: debt discount and issuance costs				(194)

				Total debt				17,618		73%



				   Preferred Stock				550		2%

				   Common Stock				6,034		25%

				Shareholders' equity				6,584		27%



				Total capitalization				$24,202		100%



				Selected credit metrics												Back up figures

				Debt/Equity						2.68x						Total assets								$25,216

				Secured Debt/Total Assets						0.6%						Minimum lease rentals 								13,600.000000

				Fixed Rate Debt/Debt						95.0%		112%				Total debt								17,618.000000		77.19%

																Net book value of aircraft 								$20,380

																Residual Value risk								111.7%

				Residual Fleet Value/Equity1						1.12x						Shareholder's equity								6,072

																Residual value risk								2012
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Capitalization - as of 6/30/19


($mm)


Unrestricted cash


$1,874


Total assets


27,015


Unsecured debt


Senior notes


17,491


Term financings


171


Revolving credit facility


0


Total unsecured debt


17,662


Secured debt




2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

ALC bond maturities are staggered

39(1) As of September 30, 2021. Note: Excludes $550mm perpetual preferred stock, private placements as well as bank facilities and secured financings.
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ALC’s approach to liquidity

Sources Uses
Record Liquidity of $8.4 billion:

• Cash & Cash Equivalents

- $1.9 billion as of 9/30/21

• $6.5 Billion Sr. Unsecured Revolver

- Undrawn as of 9/30/21

Operating Cash Flow

Aircraft Sales Proceeds

Bond Maturities

- No remaining maturities in 2021

Aircraft Investments1

- Expect to purchase ~$1.2 billion in 4Q21

+ $25.6 billion of Unencumbered Assets2

Primary sources & uses of liquidity

1) As provided on ALC’s third quarter conference call on November 4, 2021. Pursuant to our purchase agreements with Boeing and Airbus for new aircraft, we and each manufacturer agree to contractual delivery dates for each aircraft ordered. These 
dates can change for a variety of reasons, and in the last several years manufacturing delays have significantly impacted our actual delivery dates. Given the dynamic nature of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are in ongoing discussions with 
Boeing and Airbus to determine the impact and duration of delivery delays. However, we are not yet able to determine the impact of the delivery delays, and as such, expected delivery dates could materially change. 2) Comprised of unrestricted cash 
plus unencumbered flight equipment (calculated as flight equipment subject to operating leases (net of accumulated depreciation) less net book value of aircraft pledged as collateral) plus deposits on flight equipment purchases plus certain other assets.
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ALC’s approach to capital allocation

Invest in 
the right 
assets

Optimize 
the balance 

sheet

Return 
excess 
cash 

 Maintain a young 
fleet of high quality, 

fuel-efficient 
aircraft

 Secure 
efficient access 

to capital via 
investment grade 

ratings

 Return cash to 
shareholders via a 

steady dividend and 
share repurchase, as 

appropriate

We take capital allocation very seriously and evaluate on an ongoing basis 
how ALC can be the best stewards of capital
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ALC’s strategy is easy to articulate, difficult to 
imitate

Orderbook Model Buying the right assets at the 
best price; visibility

Low Leverage Prudent capitalization

Founded in 2010 as new 
company No inherited issues

Unencumbered Assets Asset mobility and significant 
financial flexibility

Strong Relationships Decades of experience and 
best-in-class management

43

ALC strategy Importance



Our business is built to be resilient and succeed 
long-term

44

Scale $50 billion+ leasing platform1

Asset Strategy Strategy focuses on young, liquid aircraft types

Clean Capital 
Structure $25.6 billion of unencumbered assets

Liquidity $8.4 billion (cash & undrawn revolver)

Ratings Investment Grade (S&P: BBB / Fitch: BBB / Kroll: A-)

Diversification 115 Airlines / 59 Countries 

Strong Customer 
Base

~74% of fleet NBV with airlines that are flag carriers 
or have some form of government support

Concentration limits Avg. customer concentration is ~1.1% of fleet NBV

Experience
~30 Years 
Average commercial aviation industry experience among senior 
management

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

All information as of September 30, 2021. (1) $50 billion leasing platform consists of $27.0 billion in assets, $21.2 billion in commitments to acquire aircraft and over $2 billion in managed aircraft.  
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Appendix 
Non-GAAP reconciliations

461Adjusted pre-tax profit margin is adjusted net income before income taxes divided by total revenues, excluding insurance recovery on settlement.
2 Adjusted diluted earnings per share before income taxes is adjusted net income before income taxes plus assumed conversion of convertible senior 
notes divided by weighted average diluted common shares outstanding.

(in thousands, except share and per share data) 2021 2020 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Reconciliation of net income available to common stockholders to adjusted 
net income before income taxes:

Net income available to common stockholders 265,841$             393,640$             500,889$          575,163$          510,835$        756,152$        374,925$        

Amortization of debt discounts and issuance costs 37,109                31,660                43,025              36,691              32,706            29,454            30,942            

Stock-based compensation 18,800                14,956                17,628              20,745              17,478            19,804            16,941            

Settlement -                       -                       -                     -                     -                     

Insurance recovery on settlement -                       -                       (950)               (5,250)            

Provision for income taxes 67,785                103,686              130,414            148,564            129,303          (146,622)         205,313          

Adjusted net income before income taxes 389,535$             543,942$             691,956$          781,163$          690,322$        657,838$        622,871$        

Assumed conversion of convertible senior notes -                       -                       6,219             5,842             5,780             

Adjusted net income before income taxes plus assumed conversions 389,535$             543,942$             691,956$          781,163$          696,541$        663,680$        628,651$        

Reconciliation of denominator of adjusted pre-tax profit margin:
Total revenues 1,491,213$          1,526,337$          2,015,439$        2,016,904$        1,679,702$     1,516,380$     1,419,055$     

Insurance recovery on settlement -$                    -$                    -$                  -$                  -$               (950)$             (5,250)$          

Total revenues, excluding insurance recovery on settlement 1,491,213$          1,526,337$          2,015,439$        2,016,904$        1,679,702$     1,515,430$     1,413,805$     

Adjusted pre-tax profit margin1 26.1% 35.6% 34.3% 38.7% 41.1% 43.4% 44.1%

Weighted-average diluted common shares outstanding 114,415,169        113,928,775        114,014,021      113,086,323      112,363,331   111,657,564   110,798,727   

Adjusted diluted earnings per share before income taxes2 3.40$                  4.77$                  6.07$                6.91$                6.20$             5.94$             5.67$             

Year Ended December 31,Nine Months Ended September 30,


Sheet1

		Air Lease Corporation and Subsidiaries

		QUARTERLY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

		(In thousands, except share amounts)





				Nine Months Ended September 30,						Year Ended December 31,

		(in thousands, except share and per share data)		2021		2020				2020		2019		2018				2017				2016				2015				2014				2013

		Reconciliation of net income available to common stockholders to adjusted net income before income taxes:

		Net income available to common stockholders		$   265,841		$   393,640				$   500,889		$   575,163		$   510,835				$   756,152				$   374,925				$   253,391				$   255,998				$   190,411

		Amortization of debt discounts and issuance costs		37,109		31,660				43,025		36,691		32,706				29,454				30,942				30,507				27,772				23,627

		Stock-based compensation		18,800		14,956				17,628		20,745		17,478				19,804				16,941				17,022				16,048				21,614

		Settlement								-		-		-				-				-				72,000				-				-

		Insurance recovery on settlement								-		-						(950)				(5,250)				(4,500)				-				-

		Provision for income taxes		67,785		103,686				130,414		148,564		129,303				(146,622)				205,313				139,562				138,778				103,031

		Adjusted net income before income taxes		$   389,535		$   543,942				$   691,956		$   781,163		$   690,322				$   657,838				$   622,871				$   507,982				$   438,596				$   338,683

		Adjusted net income (LTM)		$   389,535		$   543,942				$   691,956		$   781,163		$   690,322				$   657,838				$   622,871				$   507,982				$   438,596				$   338,683

		Assumed conversion of convertible senior notes								-		-		6,219				5,842				5,780				5,806				5,811				5,783

		Adjusted net income before income taxes plus assumed conversions		$   389,535		$   543,942				$   691,956		$   781,163		$   696,541				$   663,680				$   628,651				$   513,788				$   444,407				$   344,466



		Reconciliation of denominator of adjusted pre-tax profit margin:

		Total revenues		$   1,491,213		$   1,526,337				$   2,015,439		$   2,016,904		$   1,679,702				$   1,516,380				$   1,419,055				$   1,222,840				$   1,050,493				$   858,675

		Insurance recovery on settlement		$   - 0		$   - 0				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0				$   (950)				$   (5,250)				$   (4,500)				$   - 0				$   - 0

		Total revenues, excluding insurance recovery on settlement		$   1,491,213		$   1,526,337				$   2,015,439		$   2,016,904		$   1,679,702				$   1,515,430				$   1,413,805				$   1,218,340				$   1,050,493				$   858,675

		Adjusted pre-tax profit margin1		26.1%		35.6%				34.3%		38.7%		41.1%				43.4%				44.1%				41.7%				41.8%				39.4%

		Weighted-average diluted common shares outstanding		114,415,169		113,928,775				114,014,021		113,086,323		112,363,331				111,657,564				110,798,727				110,628,865				110,192,771				108,963,550

		Adjusted diluted earnings per share before income taxes2		$   3.40		$   4.77				$   6.07		$   6.91		$   6.20				$   5.94				$   5.67				$   4.64				$   4.03				$   3.16



		Beginning shareholders' equity

		Ending shareholders' equity

		Average shareholders' equity

		Adjusted net income return on average equity (LTM)
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Sheet3







Appendix 
Non-GAAP reconciliations

47
1Adjusted pre-tax return on common equity is adjusted net income before income taxes divided by average common shareholders’ equity.

(in thousands, except percentage data) 2021 2020 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Reconciliation of net income available to common stockholders to 
adjusted net income before income taxes:

Net income available to common stockholders 373,090$            554,732$            500,889$         575,163$         510,835$       756,152$       374,925$       

Amortization of debt discounts and issuance costs 48,474               42,021               43,025             36,691             32,706           29,454           30,942           

Stock-based compensation 21,472               20,767               17,628             20,745             17,478           19,804           16,941           

Settlement -                        -                        -                      -                      -                    -                    -                    

Insurance recovery on settlement -                        -                        -                      -                      -                    (950)               (5,250)            

Provision for income taxes 94,513               145,169              130,414           148,564           129,303         (146,622)        205,313         

Adjusted net income before income taxes 537,549$            762,689$            691,956$         781,163$         690,322$       657,838$       622,871$       

Reconciliation of denominator of adjusted pre-tax return on 
common equity:

Beginning common shareholders' equity 5,727,323$         5,212,173$         5,373,544$      4,806,900$      4,127,442$     3,382,187$     3,019,912$     

Ending common shareholders' equity 6,033,783$         5,727,323$         5,822,341$      5,373,544$      4,806,900$     4,127,442$     3,382,187$     

Average common shareholders' equity 5,880,553$         5,469,748$         5,597,943$      5,090,222$      4,467,171$     3,754,815$     3,201,050$     

Adjusted pre-tax return on common equity1 9.1% 13.9% 12.4% 15.4% 15.5% 17.5% 19.5%

Year Ended December 31,TTM ended September 30,


Sheet1

		Air Lease Corporation and Subsidiaries

		QUARTERLY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

		(In thousands, except share amounts)





				TTM ended September 30,						Year Ended December 31,

		(in thousands, except percentage data)		2021		2020				2020		2019		2018				2017				2016				2015				2014				2013				2012

		Reconciliation of net income available to common stockholders to adjusted net income before income taxes:

		Net income available to common stockholders		$   373,090		$   554,732				$   500,889		$   575,163		$   510,835				$   756,152				$   374,925				$   253,391				$   255,998				$   190,411				$   131,919

		Amortization of debt discounts and issuance costs		48,474		42,021				43,025		36,691		32,706				29,454				30,942				30,507				27,772				23,627				16,994

		Stock-based compensation		21,472		20,767				17,628		20,745		17,478				19,804				16,941				17,022				16,048				21,614				31,688

		Settlement		-		-				-		-		-				-				-				72,000				-				-				-

		Insurance recovery on settlement		-		-				-		-		-				(950)				(5,250)				(4,500)				-				-				-

		Provision for income taxes		94,513		145,169				130,414		148,564		129,303				(146,622)				205,313				139,562				138,778				103,031				72,054

		Adjusted net income before income taxes		$   537,549		$   762,689				$   691,956		$   781,163		$   690,322				$   657,838				$   622,871				$   507,982				$   438,596				$   338,683				$   252,655



		Reconciliation of denominator of adjusted pre-tax return on common equity:

		Beginning common shareholders' equity		$   5,727,323		$   5,212,173				$   5,373,544		$   4,806,900		$   4,127,442				$   3,382,187				$   3,019,912				$   2,772,062				$   2,523,434				$   2,332,621				$   2,176,283

		Ending common shareholders' equity		$   6,033,783		$   5,727,323				$   5,822,341		$   5,373,544		$   4,806,900				$   4,127,442				$   3,382,187				$   3,019,912				$   2,772,062				$   2,523,434				$   2,332,621

		Average common shareholders' equity		$   5,880,553		$   5,469,748				$   5,597,943		$   5,090,222		$   4,467,171				$   3,754,815				$   3,201,050				$   2,895,987				$   2,647,748				$   2,428,028				$   2,254,452

		Adjusted pre-tax return on common equity1		9.1%		13.9%				12.4%		15.4%		15.5%				17.5%				19.5%				17.5%				16.6%				13.9%				11.2%
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Air Lease Corporation and Subsidiaries


QUARTERLY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME


(In thousands, except share amounts)


(in thousands, except percentage data)


2021


Reconciliation of net income available to common stockholders to 


adjusted net income before income taxes:


Net income available to common stockholders


373,090


$           


 


Amortization of debt discounts and issuance costs


48,474


              


 


Stock-based compensation


21,472


              


 


Settlement


-


                       


 


TTM ended September 30,
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Appendix
Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic Update 

While air travel has begun to recover and travel restrictions are easing in certain locations where vaccination rates are rising, passenger traffic remains challenged, especially with respect to

international and business air travel demand. As a result of these challenges, we have experienced weakened lease rates. However, we are beginning to witness increased lease rates and demand for our

narrowbody and widebody aircraft.

As of November 4, 2021, we had agreed to accommodations with approximately 64% of our lessees since the pandemic began in the first quarter of 2020. As of November 4, 2021, $138.0 million

or 54% of the total deferral amount has been repaid. As a result, as of November 4, 2021, our total deferrals, net of repayments, was $117.5 million. By the end of 2022, we expect approximately 77%

of our total deferrals granted to date, including those that have already been repaid, will be repaid. Our net deferrals represented approximately 1.4% of our total available liquidity as of September 30,

2021. We have also entered into some lease restructurings. The impact of these restructurings decreased our total revenues by $26.6 million for the three months ended September 30, 2021 as compared

to the three months ended September 30, 2020.

Our collection rate(1) for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2021 was 94% and 89%, respectively. Our collection rate was higher for the three months ended September 30, 2021

because of cash payments received from Vietnam Airlines. If collection from a lessee is not reasonably assured, we will not recognize rental income for the amounts due under our lease contracts and

will recognize revenue for such lessees on a cash basis. During the three months September 30, 2021, we recorded $5.4 million in incremental revenue from our lessees on cash basis accounting,

primarily due to cash payments received from Vietnam Airlines. During the three months ended September 30, 2020, we were not able to recognize $25.3 million in rental revenue from lessees on a

cash basis of accounting because collection was not reasonably assured. In the aggregate, aircraft on lease that we accounted for on a cash basis represented approximately 10.6% of our fleet by net

book value as of September 30, 2021.

Our lease utilization rate(2) for each of the quarters ended September 30, 2021 and June 30, 2021 was 99.7%.

Although the pace of aircraft deliveries has improved during 2021 as compared to 2020, we continue to experience aircraft delivery delays related to supply chain disruptions resulting from

COVID-19. Accordingly, we had scaled back our aircraft sales activity during the first nine months of 2021, however, assuming aircraft deliveries continue to improve, we expect to resume selling

aircraft in the fourth quarter.

The COVID-19 pandemic, including its impact on our industry, our customers and suppliers and our company, remains dynamic. Our business, results of operations and financial condition may

continue to be negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and no assurance can be made regarding the ultimate impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

(1) Collection rate is defined as the sum of cash collected from lease rentals and maintenance reserves, and includes cash recovered from outstanding receivables from previous periods, as a 
percentage of the total contracted receivables due for the period. The collection rate is calculated after giving effect to lease deferral arrangements made as of September 30, 2021. We define liquidity as 
unrestricted cash plus the available borrowing capacity under our Revolving Credit Facility. 
(2) The Lease Utilization Rate is calculated based on the number of days each aircraft was subject to a lease or letter of intent during the period, weighted by the net book value of the aircraft.
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